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Whistler's Cove is about to play host to a grand society wedding, the coming together of Vince
Taylor and Francine Frazer. But when a visitor to the little town is murdered, all signs point to the
groom being guilty, and he's arrested just days before the spectacular event.The trouble is, the
owner of the local teahouse- Misty Williams- had a lot riding on that wedding, and now she
stands to lose both her business and her boyfriend if it doesn't go ahead. So Misty must turn
amateur sleuth to prove her hunch that the groom is innocent, and free him from prison to make
sure the wedding takes place.This humorous cozy mystery can be read as part of the Whistler's
Cove series or as a stand-alone story. All the town's most popular characters are involved again:
Miss Mabel- that shy teahouse cat, Martha Johnstone- gossip extraordinaire, the amusing old
men who spend their days playing checkers, and all the artists and crafters who make up
Whistler's Cove's vibrant community.So come on in and enjoy the fun!

From the Back CoverAmaze Family and Friends—Take Your Pumpkin Carving to the Extreme!
Put a new twist on Halloween fun by carving extreme pumpkins! This book will teach you how to
use relief-carving techniques to create awesome never-before-seen designs that will astonish
your neighbors and guests.Award-winning carvers Vic Hood and Jack A. Williams show you how
to use simple household knives or woodcarving tools to create fantastic faces and scenes in
pumpkins. You'll learn the secrets of adding personality to pumpkins by creating actual cheeks,
lips, eyebrows and more—instead of just cutting out solid shapes.Extreme pumpkin carving
provides a terrific opportunity for creative expression. Inside you'll find everything you need to
get started, with step-by-step instructions for carving frightful but fabulous pumpkins to amaze
and delight your family.Create the best jack-o'-lantern on the block with:Twenty frightful but
fabulous pumpkin carving patternsStep-by-step instructions for making fantastic faces and
scenesFull-color photographs of each finished carvingCreate one-of-a-kind Halloween
pumpkinsStart with solid pumpkins—no hollowing necessaryLearn carving techniques that bring
out pumpkin personalityGet inspired with a colorful new gallery of extreme pumpkin artAbout the
AuthorVic Hood is the president of a unique building corporation, Leatherwood, Inc., which
specializes in historic restoration. As a restorationist, Vic has been responsible for the
restoration of several presidential houses, national landmarks, national monuments and house
museums. He started carving in 1991, concentrating on carving full-size human busts for which
he has won 83 awards, including several Best of Show awards. His most treasured honor was to
be selected to create a Christmas ornament for the White House in 2001. Vic is one of the
founders of the Leipers Fork Carving Club in Leipers Fork, Tennessee. Vic studied carving under
John Burke and Larry Rogers for several years before becoming a carving instructor himself. He
currently teaches classes on carving the human bust at several major workshops around the



country and at individual club workshops. Due to Vics experience in competitive pumpkin
carving, he was invited to be the featured pumpkin carver at the 2003 Gentry Farms Pumpkin
Festival. Vic, along with Jack Williams, co-authored Carving Found Wood, published by Fox
Chapel Publishing Co., Inc.
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Cozy Mysteries:A Twist of the Craft KnifebyCozy Cat ParkerCopyright © 2015 Catherine
ParkerChapter 1‘This calls for a celebration,’ my friend Karen said, as we sat on the harbor wall
looking out at the ocean, at the end of another busy day. ‘This is fantastic news, Misty. I’m so
happy for you.’Karen and I always make a point of walking down to the harbor together when
evening falls and we’ve both finished working. Whistler’s Cove is just so beautiful when the sun
is starting to go down, and it gives us a chance to talk about everything that’s going on in our
lives, and in Whistler’s Cove itself.‘It’s certainly a big relief,’ I said to Karen, ‘but it’s probably too
soon to be celebrating. I don’t want to risk jinxing things. It’s still early stages.’For the past few
weeks the little teahouse I run in Whistler’s Cove had been under threat. I love my teahouse, and
I love the lifestyle it gives me, so thinking of losing it had been causing me a lot of stress.
Whistler’s Cove has a large community of artists and crafters, and my teahouse is the main
meeting place for them all. It’s where they gather for lunch and to socialize, discussing whatever
they’re working on at the time, and what’s going on in the community in general—and for as long
as I can remember it’s been my dream to own a place like that, a place where I could play host to
those sorts of conversations.I’m not at all creative myself, but for some reason I’ve always had
this desire to be part of a creative community. So it’s been terrible over the last few weeks to
think that the little world I’d created might be in danger of falling apart.‘Charles Frazer is a good
person,’ Karen said. ‘You can take him at his word. If he says he’s going to do something he’ll do
it, Misty. Don’t worry about the possibility of this deal not going through.’Charles Frazer is a local
businessman who made a lot of money in the city when he was young. He retired early and
moved to Whistler’s Cove to settle down. And, at the moment, it looks like he’s going to be the
saviour of my little teahouse.About a month ago the owner of the building that I run my business
from told me he was putting the building up for sale. I didn’t worry about it too much at the time
because I assumed the new owner would be just as keen to rent the space to me as the old one
was. But I was in for a shock. A week after the property went on the market the current owner
told me he’d had a good offer from a developer who wanted to turn the building into high-end
hotel. Whistler’s Cove is a very popular holiday destination, and the developer wanted to take
advantage of that. He’d made an offer that was high enough to interest the owner, and he was
asking for vacant possession to be a term of the deal.‘I can give you three month’s notice, Misty,’
my landlord told me, ‘but I’ll need you to be out of the building by then. I’m sure you’ll be able to
find a new premises in that time.’But there was nowhere else in Whistler’s Cove I could go. I had
the perfect spot down on Main Street, right across the road from the harbor, and there wasn’t
another single premises available that I could afford, let alone one in such an ideal
position.Everything looked very bleak until this afternoon, when Charles Frazer had made a
higher counter offer that seemed to be fully acceptable to my landlord, and Charles had come
into the teahouse shortly afterwards to let me know.‘It’s all good, Misty,’ he told me. ‘We’ll keep
everything just as it is right now. You can pay me the same rent if that’s okay for you, and I’ll



redevelop the upstairs rooms at some point. Rent them out as apartments.’I was overjoyed, but
Charles is a customer at the teahouse and loves the atmosphere as much as I do. He didn’t want
to see it change either.‘It’s all down to this wedding between Charles’ ex-wife and Vince Taylor,’ I
told Karen. ‘Charles pays his wife a huge amount in alimony every month, but once this wedding
takes place he won’t have to pay that anymore, so he wants to invest the money in a mortgage
for the building, to help keep the character of Whistler’s Cove just as it is.’‘That wedding is going
to be quite an event,’ Karen said. ‘The amount of money that’s being spent on it would probably
be enough to buy your teahouse building outright. Did you get your invitation yet?’I nodded.‘Me
too,’ Karen said. ‘The invitations must have cost as much as most weddings do. I’m really looking
forward to it. It’s going to be an incredible party.’The wedding had been the talk of Whistler’s
Cove for the past few weeks. The ceremony itself was going to be up on the cliff tops,
overlooking the ocean, and caterers were being brought in from New York. I’d been so worried
about what was going on with the teahouse that I hadn’t been able to take in most of the details,
but it was just about all I’d heard people talking about recently, like a distant hum in the
background as I served them their tea and their sandwiches, lost in my own fog of anxiety.‘Will
you and David be going to the wedding as a couple?’ Karen said, and I felt myself blushing a
little, even now.‘I think so,’ I said.‘How are things going there?’ Karen asked. ‘Still besotted?’I
blushed again. I certainly was. We were still in the very early stages. We’d only had five or six
slightly awkward dates, but I’d been falling quite heavily for David Green for a long while even
before our first date.‘It’s going good,’ I said. ‘It’s just…’‘What?’ Karen asked. ‘It’s just what? Come
on, spill it, Misty. I want all the details.’‘There aren’t really any details,’ I said. ‘It’s going well. I’m
just not sure if it can last or not. David’s been offered a job out east. A good job. And he’s really
struggling to make money from his pottery and wood carvings here. At the moment anyway. He
thinks he’s going to have to take this job, so that would more or less call time on the relationship.
He says he doesn’t want to go, but he’ll probably have to.’‘I’ll bet it’s because of you he doesn’t
want to go,’ Karen said. ‘I’ll bet you could talk him into staying.‘I don’t think so,’ I said.‘I know so,’
Karen replied.But I knew the relationship was too new to make him change his mind. Maybe if
we’d been together a bit longer, but at the moment there was no telling how it would turn out. I
knew he couldn’t risk his future on that.‘How’s your own work coming along?’ I asked Karen, as
much to change the subject as anything else. ‘What are you painting at the moment?’‘I’m
working on some watercolors again,’ Karen said. ‘Seascapes mostly. Look how beautiful the light
is on the water tonight. If I could capture that, or even get close to it, I’d be very happy. That’s my
goal, long term.’We sat quietly for a few minutes and just looked out at the ocean—it certainly did
look beautiful. The most beautiful spot in the world, in my own humble opinion.‘I’m sure you’ll
capture that light eventually,’ I told Karen, after a while. ‘I’m sure you will.’The good news about
the teahouse had reached most of my customers by lunchtime the next day, and a lot of them
told me how glad they were to hear the place was staying open.‘This is our spiritual home,’ an
artist called Frank Walden told me. ‘We’d be lost without this place, Misty.’It made me feel very
happy, very warm, to know my teahouse meant that much to people.‘It almost makes me glad



I'm marrying Francine,’ Vince Taylor said, ‘knowing it'll help to keep the teahouse open.’Frank
laughed. Everyone knew Vince was madly in love with Francine. There was no question about
that.But the good news about the teahouse only played a minor part in most of the conversations
I caught snippets of as I moved from table to table, taking orders and delivering lunches, run off
my feet and struggling to keep up like I am between two o’clock and four most days. There was
something else animating everyone, firing them up and causing a lot of heated debate. And it
wasn’t until everyone started to filter out, and our local gossip Martha Johnstone came in for her
afternoon cup of jasmine tea, that I finally got to the bottom of what it had all been about.Martha
Johnstone could gossip professionally, I think—maybe even compete for the highest medals
available in that field. And if I said that to her face she would take it as a compliment. She prides
herself on her ability to spread the local news around Whistler’s Cove, and to be the first one to
let you know about the latest titbit she’s managed to pick up from who knows where.‘I think I’ll
have one of your poppy seed muffins with my tea today, Misty,’ she said as she sat down, and
when I brought them to her I sat down too since the teahouse was otherwise empty now, glad to
get the weight off my feet after all the rushing around I’d been doing for the past couple of hours.
I’m always promising myself that I’ll hire an assistant to help me deal with the lunchtime chaos,
but at the moment I really just can’t afford to.‘So what’s this thing that’s got everyone all fired up
today, Martha?’ I said, when I’d been sitting still for a while, letting everything slow back down to
a restful state. ‘I could hear bits and pieces while I zipped about, but I couldn’t quite put it all
together.’‘You haven’t heard?’ Martha said, suddenly excited. The news was so widely known
that it probably hadn’t occurred to her there was anyone she could still spring it on, and it was
almost touching to see how happy she was to have found someone she could deliver the news
to. She slowly nibbled at her muffin, savoring the moment, and took a quick sip of her tea. Then
she shuffled up onto the edge of her seat and looked at me over the top of her glasses.Cozy
Mysteries:A Twist of the Craft KnifebyCozy Cat ParkerCopyright © 2015 Catherine ParkerCozy
Mysteries:A Twist of the Craft KnifebyCozy Cat ParkerCopyright © 2015 Catherine
ParkerChapter 1‘This calls for a celebration,’ my friend Karen said, as we sat on the harbor wall
looking out at the ocean, at the end of another busy day. ‘This is fantastic news, Misty. I’m so
happy for you.’Karen and I always make a point of walking down to the harbor together when
evening falls and we’ve both finished working. Whistler’s Cove is just so beautiful when the sun
is starting to go down, and it gives us a chance to talk about everything that’s going on in our
lives, and in Whistler’s Cove itself.‘It’s certainly a big relief,’ I said to Karen, ‘but it’s probably too
soon to be celebrating. I don’t want to risk jinxing things. It’s still early stages.’For the past few
weeks the little teahouse I run in Whistler’s Cove had been under threat. I love my teahouse, and
I love the lifestyle it gives me, so thinking of losing it had been causing me a lot of stress.
Whistler’s Cove has a large community of artists and crafters, and my teahouse is the main
meeting place for them all. It’s where they gather for lunch and to socialize, discussing whatever
they’re working on at the time, and what’s going on in the community in general—and for as long
as I can remember it’s been my dream to own a place like that, a place where I could play host to



those sorts of conversations.I’m not at all creative myself, but for some reason I’ve always had
this desire to be part of a creative community. So it’s been terrible over the last few weeks to
think that the little world I’d created might be in danger of falling apart.‘Charles Frazer is a good
person,’ Karen said. ‘You can take him at his word. If he says he’s going to do something he’ll do
it, Misty. Don’t worry about the possibility of this deal not going through.’Charles Frazer is a local
businessman who made a lot of money in the city when he was young. He retired early and
moved to Whistler’s Cove to settle down. And, at the moment, it looks like he’s going to be the
saviour of my little teahouse.About a month ago the owner of the building that I run my business
from told me he was putting the building up for sale. I didn’t worry about it too much at the time
because I assumed the new owner would be just as keen to rent the space to me as the old one
was. But I was in for a shock. A week after the property went on the market the current owner
told me he’d had a good offer from a developer who wanted to turn the building into high-end
hotel. Whistler’s Cove is a very popular holiday destination, and the developer wanted to take
advantage of that. He’d made an offer that was high enough to interest the owner, and he was
asking for vacant possession to be a term of the deal.‘I can give you three month’s notice, Misty,’
my landlord told me, ‘but I’ll need you to be out of the building by then. I’m sure you’ll be able to
find a new premises in that time.’But there was nowhere else in Whistler’s Cove I could go. I had
the perfect spot down on Main Street, right across the road from the harbor, and there wasn’t
another single premises available that I could afford, let alone one in such an ideal
position.Everything looked very bleak until this afternoon, when Charles Frazer had made a
higher counter offer that seemed to be fully acceptable to my landlord, and Charles had come
into the teahouse shortly afterwards to let me know.‘It’s all good, Misty,’ he told me. ‘We’ll keep
everything just as it is right now. You can pay me the same rent if that’s okay for you, and I’ll
redevelop the upstairs rooms at some point. Rent them out as apartments.’I was overjoyed, but
Charles is a customer at the teahouse and loves the atmosphere as much as I do. He didn’t want
to see it change either.‘It’s all down to this wedding between Charles’ ex-wife and Vince Taylor,’ I
told Karen. ‘Charles pays his wife a huge amount in alimony every month, but once this wedding
takes place he won’t have to pay that anymore, so he wants to invest the money in a mortgage
for the building, to help keep the character of Whistler’s Cove just as it is.’‘That wedding is going
to be quite an event,’ Karen said. ‘The amount of money that’s being spent on it would probably
be enough to buy your teahouse building outright. Did you get your invitation yet?’I nodded.‘Me
too,’ Karen said. ‘The invitations must have cost as much as most weddings do. I’m really looking
forward to it. It’s going to be an incredible party.’The wedding had been the talk of Whistler’s
Cove for the past few weeks. The ceremony itself was going to be up on the cliff tops,
overlooking the ocean, and caterers were being brought in from New York. I’d been so worried
about what was going on with the teahouse that I hadn’t been able to take in most of the details,
but it was just about all I’d heard people talking about recently, like a distant hum in the
background as I served them their tea and their sandwiches, lost in my own fog of anxiety.‘Will
you and David be going to the wedding as a couple?’ Karen said, and I felt myself blushing a



little, even now.‘I think so,’ I said.‘How are things going there?’ Karen asked. ‘Still besotted?’I
blushed again. I certainly was. We were still in the very early stages. We’d only had five or six
slightly awkward dates, but I’d been falling quite heavily for David Green for a long while even
before our first date.‘It’s going good,’ I said. ‘It’s just…’‘What?’ Karen asked. ‘It’s just what? Come
on, spill it, Misty. I want all the details.’‘There aren’t really any details,’ I said. ‘It’s going well. I’m
just not sure if it can last or not. David’s been offered a job out east. A good job. And he’s really
struggling to make money from his pottery and wood carvings here. At the moment anyway. He
thinks he’s going to have to take this job, so that would more or less call time on the relationship.
He says he doesn’t want to go, but he’ll probably have to.’‘I’ll bet it’s because of you he doesn’t
want to go,’ Karen said. ‘I’ll bet you could talk him into staying.‘I don’t think so,’ I said.‘I know so,’
Karen replied.But I knew the relationship was too new to make him change his mind. Maybe if
we’d been together a bit longer, but at the moment there was no telling how it would turn out. I
knew he couldn’t risk his future on that.‘How’s your own work coming along?’ I asked Karen, as
much to change the subject as anything else. ‘What are you painting at the moment?’‘I’m
working on some watercolors again,’ Karen said. ‘Seascapes mostly. Look how beautiful the light
is on the water tonight. If I could capture that, or even get close to it, I’d be very happy. That’s my
goal, long term.’We sat quietly for a few minutes and just looked out at the ocean—it certainly did
look beautiful. The most beautiful spot in the world, in my own humble opinion.‘I’m sure you’ll
capture that light eventually,’ I told Karen, after a while. ‘I’m sure you will.’The good news about
the teahouse had reached most of my customers by lunchtime the next day, and a lot of them
told me how glad they were to hear the place was staying open.‘This is our spiritual home,’ an
artist called Frank Walden told me. ‘We’d be lost without this place, Misty.’It made me feel very
happy, very warm, to know my teahouse meant that much to people.‘It almost makes me glad
I'm marrying Francine,’ Vince Taylor said, ‘knowing it'll help to keep the teahouse open.’Frank
laughed. Everyone knew Vince was madly in love with Francine. There was no question about
that.But the good news about the teahouse only played a minor part in most of the conversations
I caught snippets of as I moved from table to table, taking orders and delivering lunches, run off
my feet and struggling to keep up like I am between two o’clock and four most days. There was
something else animating everyone, firing them up and causing a lot of heated debate. And it
wasn’t until everyone started to filter out, and our local gossip Martha Johnstone came in for her
afternoon cup of jasmine tea, that I finally got to the bottom of what it had all been about.Martha
Johnstone could gossip professionally, I think—maybe even compete for the highest medals
available in that field. And if I said that to her face she would take it as a compliment. She prides
herself on her ability to spread the local news around Whistler’s Cove, and to be the first one to
let you know about the latest titbit she’s managed to pick up from who knows where.‘I think I’ll
have one of your poppy seed muffins with my tea today, Misty,’ she said as she sat down, and
when I brought them to her I sat down too since the teahouse was otherwise empty now, glad to
get the weight off my feet after all the rushing around I’d been doing for the past couple of hours.
I’m always promising myself that I’ll hire an assistant to help me deal with the lunchtime chaos,



but at the moment I really just can’t afford to.‘So what’s this thing that’s got everyone all fired up
today, Martha?’ I said, when I’d been sitting still for a while, letting everything slow back down to
a restful state. ‘I could hear bits and pieces while I zipped about, but I couldn’t quite put it all
together.’‘You haven’t heard?’ Martha said, suddenly excited. The news was so widely known
that it probably hadn’t occurred to her there was anyone she could still spring it on, and it was
almost touching to see how happy she was to have found someone she could deliver the news
to. She slowly nibbled at her muffin, savoring the moment, and took a quick sip of her tea. Then
she shuffled up onto the edge of her seat and looked at me over the top of her glasses.Chapter
1‘This calls for a celebration,’ my friend Karen said, as we sat on the harbor wall looking out at
the ocean, at the end of another busy day. ‘This is fantastic news, Misty. I’m so happy for
you.’Karen and I always make a point of walking down to the harbor together when evening falls
and we’ve both finished working. Whistler’s Cove is just so beautiful when the sun is starting to
go down, and it gives us a chance to talk about everything that’s going on in our lives, and in
Whistler’s Cove itself.‘It’s certainly a big relief,’ I said to Karen, ‘but it’s probably too soon to be
celebrating. I don’t want to risk jinxing things. It’s still early stages.’For the past few weeks the
little teahouse I run in Whistler’s Cove had been under threat. I love my teahouse, and I love the
lifestyle it gives me, so thinking of losing it had been causing me a lot of stress. Whistler’s Cove
has a large community of artists and crafters, and my teahouse is the main meeting place for
them all. It’s where they gather for lunch and to socialize, discussing whatever they’re working on
at the time, and what’s going on in the community in general—and for as long as I can remember
it’s been my dream to own a place like that, a place where I could play host to those sorts of
conversations.I’m not at all creative myself, but for some reason I’ve always had this desire to be
part of a creative community. So it’s been terrible over the last few weeks to think that the little
world I’d created might be in danger of falling apart.‘Charles Frazer is a good person,’ Karen
said. ‘You can take him at his word. If he says he’s going to do something he’ll do it, Misty. Don’t
worry about the possibility of this deal not going through.’Charles Frazer is a local businessman
who made a lot of money in the city when he was young. He retired early and moved to
Whistler’s Cove to settle down. And, at the moment, it looks like he’s going to be the saviour of
my little teahouse.About a month ago the owner of the building that I run my business from told
me he was putting the building up for sale. I didn’t worry about it too much at the time because I
assumed the new owner would be just as keen to rent the space to me as the old one was. But I
was in for a shock. A week after the property went on the market the current owner told me he’d
had a good offer from a developer who wanted to turn the building into high-end hotel. Whistler’s
Cove is a very popular holiday destination, and the developer wanted to take advantage of that.
He’d made an offer that was high enough to interest the owner, and he was asking for vacant
possession to be a term of the deal.‘I can give you three month’s notice, Misty,’ my landlord told
me, ‘but I’ll need you to be out of the building by then. I’m sure you’ll be able to find a new
premises in that time.’But there was nowhere else in Whistler’s Cove I could go. I had the perfect
spot down on Main Street, right across the road from the harbor, and there wasn’t another single



premises available that I could afford, let alone one in such an ideal position.Everything looked
very bleak until this afternoon, when Charles Frazer had made a higher counter offer that
seemed to be fully acceptable to my landlord, and Charles had come into the teahouse shortly
afterwards to let me know.‘It’s all good, Misty,’ he told me. ‘We’ll keep everything just as it is right
now. You can pay me the same rent if that’s okay for you, and I’ll redevelop the upstairs rooms at
some point. Rent them out as apartments.’I was overjoyed, but Charles is a customer at the
teahouse and loves the atmosphere as much as I do. He didn’t want to see it change either.‘It’s
all down to this wedding between Charles’ ex-wife and Vince Taylor,’ I told Karen. ‘Charles pays
his wife a huge amount in alimony every month, but once this wedding takes place he won’t
have to pay that anymore, so he wants to invest the money in a mortgage for the building, to help
keep the character of Whistler’s Cove just as it is.’‘That wedding is going to be quite an event,’
Karen said. ‘The amount of money that’s being spent on it would probably be enough to buy your
teahouse building outright. Did you get your invitation yet?’I nodded.‘Me too,’ Karen said. ‘The
invitations must have cost as much as most weddings do. I’m really looking forward to it. It’s
going to be an incredible party.’The wedding had been the talk of Whistler’s Cove for the past
few weeks. The ceremony itself was going to be up on the cliff tops, overlooking the ocean, and
caterers were being brought in from New York. I’d been so worried about what was going on with
the teahouse that I hadn’t been able to take in most of the details, but it was just about all I’d
heard people talking about recently, like a distant hum in the background as I served them their
tea and their sandwiches, lost in my own fog of anxiety.‘Will you and David be going to the
wedding as a couple?’ Karen said, and I felt myself blushing a little, even now.‘I think so,’ I
said.‘How are things going there?’ Karen asked. ‘Still besotted?’I blushed again. I certainly was.
We were still in the very early stages. We’d only had five or six slightly awkward dates, but I’d
been falling quite heavily for David Green for a long while even before our first date.‘It’s going
good,’ I said. ‘It’s just…’‘What?’ Karen asked. ‘It’s just what? Come on, spill it, Misty. I want all the
details.’‘There aren’t really any details,’ I said. ‘It’s going well. I’m just not sure if it can last or not.
David’s been offered a job out east. A good job. And he’s really struggling to make money from
his pottery and wood carvings here. At the moment anyway. He thinks he’s going to have to take
this job, so that would more or less call time on the relationship. He says he doesn’t want to go,
but he’ll probably have to.’‘I’ll bet it’s because of you he doesn’t want to go,’ Karen said. ‘I’ll bet
you could talk him into staying.‘I don’t think so,’ I said.‘I know so,’ Karen replied.But I knew the
relationship was too new to make him change his mind. Maybe if we’d been together a bit longer,
but at the moment there was no telling how it would turn out. I knew he couldn’t risk his future on
that.‘How’s your own work coming along?’ I asked Karen, as much to change the subject as
anything else. ‘What are you painting at the moment?’‘I’m working on some watercolors again,’
Karen said. ‘Seascapes mostly. Look how beautiful the light is on the water tonight. If I could
capture that, or even get close to it, I’d be very happy. That’s my goal, long term.’We sat quietly
for a few minutes and just looked out at the ocean—it certainly did look beautiful. The most
beautiful spot in the world, in my own humble opinion.‘I’m sure you’ll capture that light eventually,’



I told Karen, after a while. ‘I’m sure you will.’The good news about the teahouse had reached
most of my customers by lunchtime the next day, and a lot of them told me how glad they were to
hear the place was staying open.‘This is our spiritual home,’ an artist called Frank Walden told
me. ‘We’d be lost without this place, Misty.’It made me feel very happy, very warm, to know my
teahouse meant that much to people.‘It almost makes me glad I'm marrying Francine,’ Vince
Taylor said, ‘knowing it'll help to keep the teahouse open.’Frank laughed. Everyone knew Vince
was madly in love with Francine. There was no question about that.But the good news about the
teahouse only played a minor part in most of the conversations I caught snippets of as I moved
from table to table, taking orders and delivering lunches, run off my feet and struggling to keep
up like I am between two o’clock and four most days. There was something else animating
everyone, firing them up and causing a lot of heated debate. And it wasn’t until everyone started
to filter out, and our local gossip Martha Johnstone came in for her afternoon cup of jasmine tea,
that I finally got to the bottom of what it had all been about.Martha Johnstone could gossip
professionally, I think—maybe even compete for the highest medals available in that field. And if
I said that to her face she would take it as a compliment. She prides herself on her ability to
spread the local news around Whistler’s Cove, and to be the first one to let you know about the
latest titbit she’s managed to pick up from who knows where.‘I think I’ll have one of your poppy
seed muffins with my tea today, Misty,’ she said as she sat down, and when I brought them to her
I sat down too since the teahouse was otherwise empty now, glad to get the weight off my feet
after all the rushing around I’d been doing for the past couple of hours. I’m always promising
myself that I’ll hire an assistant to help me deal with the lunchtime chaos, but at the moment I
really just can’t afford to.‘So what’s this thing that’s got everyone all fired up today, Martha?’ I
said, when I’d been sitting still for a while, letting everything slow back down to a restful state. ‘I
could hear bits and pieces while I zipped about, but I couldn’t quite put it all together.’‘You
haven’t heard?’ Martha said, suddenly excited. The news was so widely known that it probably
hadn’t occurred to her there was anyone she could still spring it on, and it was almost touching
to see how happy she was to have found someone she could deliver the news to. She slowly
nibbled at her muffin, savoring the moment, and took a quick sip of her tea. Then she shuffled up
onto the edge of her seat and looked at me over the top of her glasses.
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Ebook Library Reader, “An easy read mystery. Not too complex, but the author didn't give away
whodunit far in advance of the climax. Well handled dialogue. I'll look for more books by this
writer.”

kiki3377, “Beach read book. Complex, this isn't, but it's what I consider a good "beach
read." (Those types that don't keep you so involved that you can't remember to flip over to get
some sun on the other side.)  Fun with a sense of humor, even finding dead bodies.”

ChristinaG, “Good Continuation of the Series. In addition to this one, I've read the first two
stories in the series. They're all enjoyable reads with wonderful characters. I'm looking forward
to reading the next one!”

dfleming, “Short and sweat. The ending was totally unexpected. I loved how the murderer was
revealed. I actually gasped out loud when it happened.”

aikidogirl, “Four Stars. Definitely fun for a free read.”

Linda K. Sherman, “Five Stars. Great humorous reading love this series too.”

Sooner Gina, “Yikes!. I loved this series. Well crafted.”

Marilyn Roach, “Five Stars. good book”

The book by Silvena Rowe has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 75 people have provided feedback.
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